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Great strides

• Computing has transformed and continues 
to transform the workplace

• Increases in productivity
• Globalization of job market
• Organization of companies
• Telework

• Significant reduced human need for repetitive 
or automatable tasks



Loss of Jobs to Robots and Automation

• Manufacturing jobs down 40% from 1979 to 
2011

• Population of US up 39 percent over this period

• Percent of Americans in manufacturing jobs 35 
percent (1947)à8 percent (2016)

• Manufacturing output has doubled since 1970
• Time to make a car: 35 hours (1977)à15 hours 

(2008)



Loss of White-Collar Jobs

• Pharmacists
• Human pharmacist fills 8000 Rx in a year
• Robo-pharmacist fills 8000 Rx in an hour

• Law firms
• Number of jobs for new lawyers down 20% from 

2006 to 2016
• Things done by new lawyers now done by computer
• Simple things like Wills

• Teaching Assistant
• Jill Watson robo-TA created by Prof. Ashok Goel



Baxter: inventory management

Baxter (robot) - Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baxter_(robot)


Otter.ai: Transcription



X.ai: Scheduling



Last-mile delivery



Self-driving cars



Greater expectations

• Expected to do much more in the decades to 
come

• Not just simple manual tasks, also knowledge 
work



Writing



Watson Wins Jeopardy! Challenge



Interacting with people









Model of the Impact of Automation



Do You Believe the Model?

• Example where it works: stock traders
• Jobs for traders working on the floor have been 

eliminated
• But more people hired to write automatic trading 

programs

• In other cases, it may not work
• Notice that the new jobs have higher skill 

requirements
• New jobs may not go to the same people as the old 

ones





Ikhlaq Sidhu, University of California, Berkeley

World Economic Forum is among the most negative:  
Five Million Jobs by 2020. The Real Challenge of the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution

• Skills and job displacement will affect every industry and geographical region, 
but losses can be offset by job growth in key areas. 

• “Over the next five years is such that as many as 7.1 million jobs could be lost 
through redundancy, automation or disintermediation, with the greatest losses 
in white-collar office and administrative roles. This loss is predicted to be 
partially offset by the creation of 2.1 million new jobs, mainly in more 
specialized ‘job families’, such as Computer and Mathematical or Architecture 
and Engineering.“

Cann, O. (2016, January 18). Five Million Jobs by 2020: the Real Challenge of the Fourth Industrial Revolution [Web log post]. Retrieved September 23, 2017, 
from https://www.weforum.org/press/2016/01/five-million-jobs-by-2020-the-real-challenge-of-the-fourth-industrial-revolution/

Depending on who is speaking, the outlook 
for Job Impact may be good or bad



Human Costs

• AI is unlikely to replace the need for humans in the 
work-place, but there will be a (potentially) 
decades-long transition period where:
• Real people will be out of jobs and unable to find new 

ones
• Need to approach this responsibly as a society

• Can’t just assume that the 50-year old coal miner will 
become an AI expert so she can feed her family

• If we’re not careful, unchecked “creative destruction” 
could result in significant human suffering

• We also need to consider how to adjust society to 
handle the possibility that there won’t be as many 
jobs



Longer Work Week

• Mid 4th century Roman Empire: 175 festival 
days

• Kung bushmen work 15 hours/week
• From 1970 to 1990, US working hours went up 

163 hours
• That’s an extra month



Protestant Work Ethic and the Spirit of 
Capitalism by Max Weber
• A paradox:

• Factory pays workers in a developing nation by the 
piece

• Want more productivity
• Raise wages per piece
• What happens?

• People work less
• Just wanted enough to cover their basic needs



Why is it Different?

• Weber argues that people in capitalist societies 
measure their worth by their material success

• Perhaps religious: a sign that God favors you



Why Have Working Hours Gotten Longer 
Recently?
• Bringing more work home with email, cell 

phones
• Mythical man month: can get more done with 

one person
• Adding a programmer to a late project makes it 

later
• What obstacles does working with someone 

else add?
• Why do nurses work 12-hour shifts?

• Have you ever been hospitalized? 
• What info was lost at shift change?



Amount of Stuff We Have Has Risen

• Average square feet of a house 
• 1964: 1470 sq ft
• 2001: 2100 sq ft
• 2018: 2435 sq ft

• We have more stuff, and less free time
• How to approach this tradeoff is a critical, 

highly personal choice you make



Organizational Structure

• Organizations used to be more hierarchical
• Organizational structures are now flatter and 

more connected



Telework

• A lot has changed since your textbook was 
written



Benefits of Telework
• Increased productivity (?)
• Reduces absenteeism
• Reduced pollution & traffic
• Increased flexibility
• Improved child-care options

• 2020: Or lack thereof

• Coordinate schedules with other time zones
• Improves morale (?)
• Can recruit and retain more employees

• Ones who live further
• Ones who need flexibility for family reasons

• Saves overhead
• Less vulnerable to problems that occur in one geographic space
• Save money for employees?



Disadvantages of Telework

• Decreased productivity?
• Can't meet with customers at the office
• Resentment from those working at the office?
• Working too many or too few hours
• Distractions from child-care responsibilities
• Social isolation & low morale
• Lack of "visibility" leading to problems at raise and promotion time
• Removes control from managers
• Sensitive information may be less secure
• Less of a resource for other employees
• Difficult to schedule team meetings
• Work longer hours for the same pay



The Gig Economy

• What was at stake with Proposition 22?
• What do you think of the outcome?
• Is the gig economy good or bad for workers?

• WHICH workers?





Workplace Surveillance

• We read about it early in the year
• Lower-wage workers are more likely to be 

subject to it



Globalization

• Do you drive an American-made car?
• Where were the parts made?
• Where was it assembled?

• Do you care about buying American goods?
• Why or why not? 



Arguments For Globalization

• Can increase everyone's standard of living
• Each country has a specialty
• Increases competition

• Better prices for consumers

• People in poorer countries deserve jobs too
• Creating jobs around the world leads to greater 

stability
• Poorer countries typically become more 

prosperous by exporting goods



Arguments Against Globalization

• American workers shouldn't have to compete 
with foreign workers who do not receive decent 
pay and working conditions

• Globalization increases the rate of US job loss 
overseas

• Foreign workers also hurt by globalization
• Example: Foreign farmers hurt by US farm subsidies

• Many foreign workers aren't allowed to 
unionize



Planet Money T-Shirt Podcast

• Cotton is grown in the US
• Person who drives harvester just sits there (all 

automated)
• Why is cotton grown in the US?

• Subsidies
• Cheap insurance
• Automation makes a superior quality product

• Human pickers get cotton dirty



Planet Money T-Shirt Podcast

• Cotton is shipped to Indonesia to make thread
• Thread shipped to Bangladesh to make fabric

• Factory jobs leading to dramatic social change
• No longer starving (siblings starved to death)
• Sisters choose not to have a traditional arranged marriage

• Fabric shipped to Colombia to make fabric into 
shirts

• Jobs follow poverty
• Company that provides fair working conditions can’t 

compete
• Jockey is pulling out of Colombia



The Big Invention: Shipping Containers

• Key to globalization
• Unloading a ship used to take weeks
• Now use crane to move container to back of a 

truck




